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ABSTRACT

In automation control area, with the increasing demand in task complexity and
high control precision, coordination between systems is required. There are mainly two
types of coordinated systems, decentralized and centralized. This thesis is focused on a
large array of coordinated systems, and the decentralized structure is preferred. To
achieve high control precision in a coordinated system, many existing approaches may
work, and in the system performing the repeating process, Iterative Learning Control
(ILC) is a useful approach. Therefore, in this thesis, a decentralized coordinated ILC
system is proposed and analyzed. The proposed control system is especially useful in
coordinating a large array of systems.
Transient growth is a common problem in both single and coordinated ILC
systems. Several ILC algorithms have been developed that can guarantee monotonic
convergence, but these algorithms are not feasible or do not work well in decentralized
coordinated ILC systems. This thesis presents a new approach to reduce the transient
growth in ILC. An iteration-varying filter, which can be applied to any linear ILC system,
single or coordinated, is proposed. It is also proved that the filter always exists when the
ILC system is stable. A theoretical result and a tuning approach are given in the thesis to
design the filter.
Two examples, one single system and one coordinated system, are presented to
show the design of a decentralized coordinated ILC system and the effectiveness of the
iteration-varying filter.
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1. IN TRO D U C TIO N

1.1. MOTIVATION
In many applications, the coordination of two or more systems is required, which
means, not only the tracking performance of each single systems but also the way they
adapt to each other is considered. In manufacturing systems, for example, it is the contour
error (a combination of several axis errors), rather than individual axis error that
determines part quality [1], Figure 1.1 shows to simulations to illustrate some of the
challenges in controlling contour error. In both simulations the x and y axis of a CNC
machine are commanded to move at a constant rate. However, perfect tracking is usually
not possible, thus single axis error and contour error occur. In Figure 1.1 (a), the y axis
has a small tracking error, but the contour error is large because of large x tracking error.
In Figure 1.1 (b), although the tracking errors of both x and y axis are large compared to
(a), the contour error is small. The performance in (b) is more acceptable than (a) in
machining applications because the part quality is tightly related to contour error.
Therefore, (b) represents a good coordination of these systems whereas (a) is a poor
coordination, although the individual axis error is smaller in (a). There are numerous of
applications for coordinated system, including unnamed aerial vehicles (UAVs) [2],
robotics[3], MEMS[4], and manufacturing systems [5] as shown in Figure 1.2.

(a)
Figure 1.1 Contour error, the black trajectory is the reference, and the red curve is
output, (a) Small single axis error but large contour error, (b) large single axis error
but small contour error.
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(b)
Figure 1.1 Contour error, the black trajectory is the reference, and the red curve is
output, (a) Small single axis error but large contour error, (b) large single axis error
but small contour error. (Cont.)

(c) CNC

(d) Millipede data storage system

Figure 1.2 Coordinated systems.
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In some applications the system performs one operation repetitively, such as in
some manufacturing systems [1] and data storage systems [6]. It is possible for the
repeating system to learn from previous performance and achieve a better result in
current and future operations. Iterative learning control (ILC) is a useful feedforward
approach for the system working on repeating process since the performance is improved
with increasing iterations,
Since ILC can improve the performance achieved with other control methods, it is
a useful approach in precision control, which is important in micro-electrical-mechanicalsystem (MEMS). As the MEMS technology improved, it is attractive to increase the
complexity of tasks put on these micro systems. To execute these tasks, coordination in
an array of MEMSs is required. For a large array with high precision requirements ILC is
one possible approach.

1.2. CENTRALIZED AND DECENTRALIZED DESIGN
There are two approaches, centralized or decentralized, to control a coordinated
system. In centralized control, every system in the array is coordinated with many, even
all, other systems. The decision making is based on global information. Decentralized
control means that any subsystem in the array uses only local information (information
from itself and neighboring systems).
Usually when it is required to coordinate a small number of systems, for example
coordinate the 3 axis in CNC machine to control contour error, some centralized
coordinate structures like MIMO design are used. In the CNC machine control in Figure
1.3, the cross coupled controller generates control signal based on the performance of all
three axis, thus each axis in the CNC is affected by the other two axes. The centralized
control method for coordinated systems is widely used in CNC machines [5], power
system [7] and other applications. This design works well in a small group of coordinated
system, but when the group is large, it is computationally intractable.

4

Figure 1.3 Contour error control.

When coordinating a large array of systems, like a large group of UAVs, it is hard
to apply centralized design and difficult to ensure stabilit and robustness Thus to
control large array coordinated systems, the decentralized structure is needed For
example, in the soccer robots, one robot usually does not make decision based on all
other robots' behavior on the field, but it depends on neighboring robots [8] For
example, in Figure 1 4. the shooter A is accepting the soccer passing from B, and C is the
goalkeeper Robot A makes a decision only based on B, C and other defenders if there are
any, but does not consider the players far away from it This kind of coordination design
is efficient in large array coordinated system, such as large MEMS array [6] and mobile
sensors [9], by coordinating the only neighbonng systems decentralized control reduces
communication, computation cost, and design complexity, as compared to centralized
design In [10], many struct res of decentralized system are listed
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Figure 1.4 Local information of soccer robot, solid curve with arrow means
information path.

1.3. OBJECTIVE
With the development in MEMS technology, coordinating a large array of MEMS
is a possible and attractive project. To coordinate large array of systems, the
decentralized design is preferred to limit control complexity and computation. For high
precision control, a feedforward control—iterative learning control (ILC), is used. There
are some issues in ILC design, notably stability and transient growth during the learning
process. In this thesis, the objective is to construct a decentralized ILC coordination
structure for large array systems that guarantees stability. A variation in learning law is
introduced that is used to solve the transient growth problem in this type of coordinated
system.

1.4. SECTIONS IN THE THESIS
In Section 2, the basics of iterative learning control including the algorithm and
stability conditions are reviewed. In Section 3, a decentralized ILC coordination structure
is introduced, and stability and the transient growth are analyzed. In Section 4, a novel
iteration-varying filter is presented. The iteration-varying filter is designed to control the
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transient growth that arises in decentralized ILC In Section 5, two examples, a single
system and a coordinated system, are given to demonstrate the effectiveness of the filter
in controlling transient error
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2. ITERATIVE LEARNING CONTROL LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. INTRODUCTION OF ILC
Iterative learning control (ILC) is an approach to improve the tracking
performance of a system that operates repetitively. The basic idea of the learning process
is to recursively construct a feedforward control signal from the control and error signals
of previous iterations. Since it was first formulated in 1984 [11], ILC has been applied to
a variety of applications, like robotics [12], manufacturing [1], biology and medical use
[13], hard drive [14] and many other applications.
Similar to other control methods, ILC is an algorithm to generate control signal
for a system. Different with other methods, ILC is typically used in a system performing
repeating process, and ILC is an offline control method, which means the control signal is
generated after an iteration of the process. ILC can be used individually to control a
system, and it also can be used together with other control methods like feedback control,
as in Figure 2.1. In each iteration, the plant G is controlled by the combination of the
control signal from feedback control and the control signal from ILC, and this is the
online process. And after one iteration, ILC controller will collect error and ILC control
signal of that iteration from the memory, and use them to generate the control signal for
next iteration. This is an offline process. If proper ILC design is used, the system error
will decrease with increasing iterations, as illustrated in Figure 2.2.
Now after twenty five years of development [11], there are many approaches to
design ILC. [15] gives a detail category of theoretical research and applications of ILC.
[16] gives the basics of ILC and introduces most common ILC designs. In [17], more
detailed frequency domain ILC design and Norm-Optimal ILC design are given. In this
section, the basics of ILC closely related to this thesis will be introduced.
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Feedback, online

Figure 2.1 ILC, used together with feedback control.

Figure 2.2 The performance of ILC system in time and iteration domain.
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2.2. LITERATURE REVIEW OF BASICS IN ILC
ILC can be applied on different systems, continuous or discrete, linear or
nonlinear. In this section, the discrete linear time-invariant (LTI) system is discussed as
an example. For ILC in other types of system such as continuous and nonlinear systems,
[15] gives a detailed list of works.
Given a discrete time LTI system
(x(k + 1) = Ax(k) + Bu{k)
I
y(/c) = Cx(k)

(2.1)

it can be written as the following form,
y(k) = C(ql - A)~1Bu{k) + CAkx(0)

(2.2)

= P(q)u(k) + d (k)
wherey is the system output, u is the input signal, d(k) = CAkx(0) is the initial
condition response, P(q) = C(ql —yi)_1fi is the plant and q is a forward time shift
operator qx(k) = x(k + 1). Ideally, ILC approach works when P and d are iteration
invariant. And in this condition, for iteration j, there is
yy(fc) = P(q)Uj(k) + d(fc)

(2.3)

Here P is assumed to be stable. If P is unstable, it can be stabilized by feedback control.
The detail about combining ILC and feedback control is introduced in Section 2.7.
In each iteration, the control signal is generated depending on previous iteration
data, and the ILC control algorithm is usually written as
u,-+i(fc) = Qiq)[uj(k) + L(q)ej(k + 1)]

(2.4)

as shown in Figure 2.3. The learning function L decides how to learn from previous
iteration, and (9-filter is usually used to ensure the stability of learning process. There are
different approaches to design L and Q, and they are discussed in Section 2.6.
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Figure 2.3 ILC control law.

2.3. ILC IN THIS THESIS
The ILC algorithm introduced above in equation (2.4) is in the standard form used
in many works on ILC. Q(q), which is called Q-filter, is usually designed to be a lowpass filter for stability. However, theoretically Q(q) can be any function, and the limited
types of low-pass filter may not satisfy the requirement in system performance.
According to the definition of ILC, the system learns from control signal and error
in previous iteration, which means u;+1 is a function of Uj and e; . Therefore, from the
definition, generally the learning law (2.4) can be written as
u,+i(/c) = Lu{q)Uj(k) + Le(q)ej(k + 1)

(2.5)

where Lu and Le are the learning functions on u; and e; , respectively. Figure 2.3 is
modified to Figure 2.4 to illustrate the learning law. It is not hard to see that this
algorithm is equivalent to the one in Section 2.1 with
Lu = Q,

Le = QL

In this thesis, the standard ILC learning law is equation (2.5).

(2.6)
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Figure 2.4 ILC learning law used in this thesis.

2.4. REPRESENTATIONS OF ILC SYSTEM
To enable ILC design and analysis, a representation of ILC system is required. In
this section, two common ILC representations in time domain and frequency domain will
be introduced. In this thesis, the time domain representation is used.
2.4.1. Time Domain - Lifted Design. The plant P(q) in 2.2 can be expanded as
p(.q) = v i q ' 1 + P2<r2 +
where pk = CAk~1B are Markov Parameters [18]. If P is stable, there is lim ^o, pk = 0.
Assuming there is a one step delay in the system, with the expansion, the system (2.3)
can be written as
y; = Puj + d

(2.7)

where
Vj = bO-(l),yj(2),"-,y;(JV)]'
Uj = [Uj (0), Uj (1)»" ■/ Wy(IV - 1)]'
d — [d (l),d (2 ), ■■■, d(N — 1)]'
and
'Pi
p = P2 A
Pn

Pi P\_
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The matrix P has dimensions NxN. If the delay is m step instead of one step, there is
yi = [y,(m),y; (m + 1 ),- , y , ■(#)]'
Uj = [Uj(Q),Uj(i), — ,Uj(N - m)]'
d = [d(m ),d(2),
and
’ Pn,
p _ Pm+1 Pm
_P n

Pm+\ Pm _

The system is a (N-m+l)x(N-m+J) system. In this thesis, the delay is assumed to be 1
step.
Similar to the plant, using the same method, expanding the learning functions as
= ■■■+ iu - 2q2 + lu.-iq1 + iu,o +
Lu(.Q) =

+ ^e-2^2 + le-lQ1 + f-e.O +

+ *u,2< r2 +
+ ^,2<?_2 +

and they can also be written in lifted form
c .

K,\-N

ko

( 2 .8)

i
4 ,AM
ko

.. .

/..-I

•••

h.\-N

•

L

k 0

•
h,N-\

(2.9)
0 ,

...

Lu and Le are causal when they are lower triangular matrix, and they are noncausal for
other cases. When the learning system is noncausal, u;+1(fc) can depend on Uj(h') and
ej (h) for any h < N, which is impossible in feedback system where control signal
depends on performance at previous time constants only. The lifted form is used in many
ILC design methods like Norm-Optimal approach.
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2.4.2. Frequency Domain. If time constant k = 1, 2, ••• is infinite, we can take ztransform of the system in equation (2.3) and learning algorithm in equation (2.6), and
there is
Yj(z) = P(z)UjCz) + D(z)

(2.10)

UJ+i(z) = Lu(z)Uj(z) + z l e(z)Ej(z)

(2.11)

However, in practical use, the time period is usually finite, k = 1, 2, •••, N. So the
frequency domain representation is an approximation.

2.5. ILC SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
The ILC method is used in order to achieve better performance with more
iterations, thus there are three factors that need to be considered, stability, final
performance, and how the system converge to its final performance. In this section, these
three properties of ILC system are analyzed.
2.5.1. Stability. In ILC system, the system is asymptotically stable (AS) if e;- is
bounded for all j = 1, 2, ••• [16], Using time domain representation, with e;- = y d —y,and j j = Puj + d, the closed loop ILC system can be written as
u+i ~~ y<i ~ Puj+i — d
Yd

f (yLUllj + Lggy)

d

= ya - PLuP~X(yd - ej - d) - PLeej - d

(2.12)

= (■PLUP_1 - PLe)ej + (/ - PLuP~1)(yd - d)
= Aej + B(yd - d)
where
A = PLuP~l — PLe, B = PLUP~1

(2.13)

This is a linear system in iteration domain. The system is stable if and only if
p(A) < 1

(2.14)

where p ( A ) is the spectral radius of A , which means the largest absolute value of the
eigenvalues.
Using frequency domain representation, with £) (z) = Yd(z) —Yj(z), there is
Ej+iO ) = \Lu (z) - zP(z)Le(z)]Ej(z) + [1 - Lu(z)][Yd(z) - d(z)]
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And the system is stable if
||Lu(z )-z P (z )L e(z)||co< l

(2.15)

where ||M (z)||co = max_re<w<7r |M (e'")l
2.5.2. Asymptotic Performance. If an ILC system is AS, it is possible to know
what the converged performance is. When j -» oo, using time domain representation,
there is
Uoo = (Lu - LeP)um + Le(yd - d)

(2.16)

And
= (PZ^P-1 - PLe)e„ + (/ - PLuP~1)(yci ~ d)

(2.17)

Thus from (2.16) we can find the final control signal
Uco = \I - Lu + LeP ] - % ( y d - d)

(2.18)

And from (2.17) the final error is
eoo == (/ - PLuP~l + PLer \ I - PLuP _1)(yd - d)

(2.19)

And similarly, there is
g ~ ( 2) = i ^

M

^

( U z ) - D(z))

(220)

for frequency domain representation.
Form both results above, it is not hard to find that when Lu(z) = 1, which means
without Q-filter, the system can achieve zero asymptotic error. But usually it is hard to
remove the Q-filter because of monotonic convergence, which is discussed in 2.5.3.
2.5.3. Monotonic Convergence. Monotonic convergence is an important
property of an ILC system. Given an AS ILC system, it is possible to know that it will
converge to a better performance finally. However, during the learning process, there
might be large transient error, even several orders larger than initial error, before it
converges. The transient growth severely affects the practical use of ILC system.
There are different ways to measure transient growth e; . One way is using the
total error e; = e; , and the advantage is easy to measure and without much calculation.
Another way is using the difference between total error and final error, e} = ej —em.
Sometimes the large total error is not caused by poor transient behavior during learning
process but by poor final performance, and using the second way, it is possible to observe
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the transient error without the influence of asymptotic error. In this section, the second
definition, §j =

— em, is used.

Combining (2.12) and (2.17) the convergence dynamics is,
ej+i - e m = (PLUP _1 - PLe)(ej - <?ro) = Jl{ej - e*)

(2.21)

Usually the 2-norm is used in evaluating the size of error, according to the properties of
norm, there is
Ib + i ~ eoo||2 < M ll2||ey - eoo||2

(2.22)

If the error in any iteration is always smaller than in its previous iteration, the system is
monotonically convergent. Thus the monotonic convergence is
IMIlz < 1

(2.23)

Similarly, the monotonic convergence condition with frequency domain representation is
||Lu( z )-z P (z )L e(z)||00< l

(2.24)

Note that the monotonic convergent condition is the same with the AS condition when
frequency domain representation is used. The AS condition in frequency domain is
sufficient but not necessary; it is more conservative than the AS condition in time
domain.
The monotonic convergence is usually harder to achieve than asymptotic stability,
especially when seeking good final performance. There are many approaches to control
the transient growth, and the details are introduced and analyzed in the next section. The
transient error and monotonic convergence condition introduced here are the common
definitions in ILC research [16]. For iteration-varying learning algorithms, such as the
one proposed in Section 4, the above results do not apply. A new definition of transient
error is proposed in Section 4 along with transient error analysis appropriate for the
iteration-varying algorithm.

2.6. MAIN ILC DESIGN APPROACH
In Sections 2.1-2.3, the basics of ILC are introduced. The objective of ILC design
is finding the proper learning filters to improve the system perfonnance in every iteration.
In this section, three popular design approaches are introduced, PD-type, Norm-Optimal
and model inverse method.
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2.6.1. PD Type ILC. PID is a popular controller in time domain control, and PD
type ILC is a similar approach in iteration domain. This is the first ILC learning filter
designed in 1984 [11 j. Using PD type ILC, [16] shows that the learning law is written as
uj+1(k) = uj(k) + kpej(k + 1) + fcd[e; (/c + 1) - e,(/c)]

(2.25)

Observing the learning law, it is not hard to see that the system is asymptotically stable if
|l —Pi{kp + kd)\ < 1. However the monotonic convergence might not be easily
achieved by tuning learning gains. Thus, a lowpass Q-filter is usually used together with
PD type ILC to disable high frequency learning and ensure monotonic convergence.
There are several kinds of Q-filters, like Butterworth, I1R and FIR, and their designing or
tuning approach is discussed in [17],
Similar to PID controller, the PD type ILC has wide use in practice. It does not
require precise system model because the parameters are tunable. The tradeoff is,
although an acceptable performance can be reached, it is hard to achieve the best
performance using PD type ILC. Also with the lowpass filter, the asymptotic
performance is usually decreased.
2.6.2. Norm-Optimal Method. The Norm-Optimal method is another important
ILC design approach [17]. This method is designed and used in time domain
representation only. Three weighting parameters Qw, Sw and ft*,are introduced, and they
show the weights on the size of error, magnitude of control signal and convergent speed,
respectively. In this method, by minimizing the cost function
= < +lQ„e,+I + < +1S11u,+1 + (u ,+1- u , ) 7 R„(u/+1 - u ; )

(2.26)

the optimized learning filters are found as
Lu = (P'QwP + Sw + RWY \ P ' Q WP + Rw)
Le = (P'QwP + Sw + Rw) - 1P'Qw
Next it is introduced how the weighting parameters affect the system
performance. From (2.14), substituting the Q and L above, the AS condition is
P(PLUP - 1 - PLe) = p(P(P'QwP + Sw + PW) - 1PWP - 1) < 1
from (2.23) the monotonic convergence condition is
IIP kuP -1 ~ PLe\\2 = ||P(P'<?WP + 5W+ PW) - 1PWP - 11|2 < 1

(2.27)
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and from (2.19) the final performance is
eoo =

(/ -

PLuP-1 + PLey \ l - PLuP~ls)(y d - d )

= [ / - P ( P 'Q vvP + 5H, r 1P'(?vv] e0

In the system performance, it can be found that ||PW|| is tightly related to the convergent
conditions. It is hard to keep the system monotonically convergent when \\RW\\ is large,
but there is deadbeat control when ||PW|| = 0. Also, the system achieves zero final error
with Sw = 0, which also implies Lu = /, but without Q-filter, keeping monotonic
convergence might become a problem. To decide these weighting matrixes, in [17],
tuning approach as follows is designed.
1) Design Qw to correspond to the desired weighting of the error. Usually,
Qw = / for uniform weighting of the error.
2) The actual system dynamics will not usually be perfectly captured by the
system model. Thus, Sw must be designed such that the system is robustly monotonically
convergent. Start with an Sw yielding ||SW|| « 0.01||P||. Note, the critical design
parameter is the size of ||SW|| relative to the size of]|P||, where the magnitude of ||P|| is
related to system uncertainty. Subsequently reduce HS^H until the system diverges, and
the minimum value for ||SW|| is ||5’vv||min. Set ||SW|| = 2||5vv||mm to allow for a safety
factor of 2.
3) When trial-varying disturbances are present, steady state error fluctuations will
occur. Start with ||PW|| = 0 and increase Rw until the fluctuations are within desired
bounds, or the root mean square (RMS) error does not decrease anymore.
Using this method, system performance is optimized. To make the system robust,
increasing ||SW|| is a possible approach, which is decreasing final performance. One
problem in Norm-Optimal method is that numerical calculation is too complicated and
even impractical when N is very large.
2.6.3. Model Inverse Method. This method uses the inverted plant model
dynamics as the learning function [16], which is given by
uj+i(fc) = Uj(k) + z~1P~1(q)ej(k + 1)

(2.28)

If the perfect model is known, zero error can be reached in one iteration. However, the
system model is always not perfect, and the noise, disturbance and uncertainty always
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exist. These factors can cause transient growth during learning process, which can be
controlled by lowpass filtering with decreased final performance.
2.7. ILC WITH FEEDBACK CONTROL
When the open loop system is not stable, a feedback controller is usually used
together with ILC. A feedback controller can also improve the initial performance e0. A
question arises when using ILC together with feedback, which control signal should be
used to generate control signal for next iteration? Next, the ILC with feedback using
different updating law is analyzed. To simplify the calculation, zero initial states
conditions of system is assumed in this section.
2.7.1. Update Total Control Signal. Figure 2.5 shows one type of ILC with
feedback control, in this type, the ILC control signal for next iteration depends on
previous error and previous total control signal. The learning law here is
Uucj(k) = Lu( q ) U j ^ k ) + l e{q)eH1{k + 1)

(2.29)

where uiic y is the ILC control signal, and u; is the total control signal. u; consists two
parts, the ILC control signal u ilcj and the feedback control signal iq b,
Uj(k) = ul(c;(/c) + uf b (k) = uilcj(k) + Cej{k)

(2.30)

Substituting equation (2.29 ) into (2.30), there is
uucj(k) = LuUucj-^k) + (q_1LuC + ke)eJ_1(k + 1)

(2.31)

With feedback, the learning function is equivalent to q~xC + L.
The system P — G if no feedback is used, but with feedback, P has different form.
Here using frequency domain representation there is,
Yj(z) = G(z) [Uilcj(z) + C(z) (Yd(z) - Yj(z))]
and the system output is
Yj(z) =

C(Z)C(Z) Y L-1
1 + C(z)G(z) ^i(c,y (z) "b 1 + C(z)G(z)
}

(2.32)

= P(z)Uilcj ( z ) + ToO)
In this way, the system can be written in the standard format in equation (2.10), where
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Figure 2.5 1LC with feedback, learning from total control signal.

2.7.2. Update ILC Control Signal. Another way to update ILC control signal is
based on error and ILC control signal (instead of total control signal) in previous
iteration. Similar to the analysis in Section 2.7.1, from Figure 2.6, the learning law is
= Luu ilc,j-1(^) "b Leej_i(k + 1)
which is same with the ILC learning law without feedback. And same to Section 2.7.2,
there is
Yj(z) = G(z) [UllcJ(z) + C(z) (VdOO - Yj(z))]
and
j(z) ~ 1 + C(z)C(z) Uilc j(z) + 1 + C(z)G(z)
= P{z)UllcJ(z) + F0(z)
where P(z) =

1+C(z)G(z)

and D(z) = Y0(z) =

C(z)G(z) y , N
l+C(z)G(z)

J
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Figure 2.6 ILC with feedback, learning from ILC control signal.

Comparing the two types of ILC system with feedback, in Section 2.7.1, the ILC
learning gains are modified by feedback controller and it makes the design more
complicated, while in Section 2.7.2 the learning gains are same with nominal design.
Thus, the second type is used in this thesis when a feedback controller is used.

2.8. TRANSIENT GROWTH IN SINGLE ILC SYSTEM
As discussed in Section 2.5.3, the monotonic convergent condition is difficult to
achieve, and transient growth is a common problem in ILC design. In this section, an
example is given to show the transient growth problem and the popular designs to solve
this problem are reviewed.
2.8.1.

Example. Consider the P-type ILC algorithm, which is the simplest method

introduced in Section 2.6.1, as an example. Then Lu — l , L e — k where k is a constant.
There is
eao ~ ej+i = 0 ~ Pk)(ej - e j
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Clearly the system is exponentially convergent if p(/ —Pk) = |1 —CBk\ < 1. In fact,
convergence of this system is quite robust. Using only the sign and magnitude of CB, we
can pick a sufficiently small k (or - k) to provide robust convergence.
Although convergence depends only on the eigenvalues, and thus only on k and
CB, a bound on the transient growth depends on the full system / —Pk. Thus, as shown
in Figure 2.6, it is easy to construct an example where eigenvalues are small but growth is
large. Although the system is convergent and robust to dynamic variations in P, it is not
acceptable in practice due to the large transient growth.

Figure 2.7 Large transient in a stable learning control system. Here we use P(z) =
-(Z_*
_n ) , Lu = l , L e = 0.6, N = 400 [19). The eigenvalues are all located at 0.4,
U.Dy0IZB
-"!/./
well inside the unit disk, but 4 orders of magnitude growth are observed in the
transient.

2.8.2. Transient Growth Behavior Description and Popular Solutions. As the
example shows in Section 2.7.1, in some asymptotically stable 1LC systems the transient
growth is a common phenomenon.
Transient growth is usually an exponential growth appearing after several
iterations of convergence [20]. At its peak, the error may be multiple orders of magnitude
larger than the initial error, which is unacceptable for most ILC applications. After the
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peak, the transient growth will die out and finally converge to the asymptotic
performance [21J.
Current research can give us information about the increasing speed, decreasing
speed and largest possible transient growth. These values are highly related to the
transition matrix of the linear system. According to [22], the jth power of transition matrix
can be bounded by
IM'II < K Yj

(2-33)

where y = p(cA) is the largest eigenvalue of A , K = ||K ||||T_1|| and V is the eigenvector
matrix of Jl. Note that the eigenvector matrix is not unique. The maximum increasing
rate of 11c/Z711 is \\A ||. Thus when ||c/Z || > 1, there is transient growth. However, many
characteristics are still not clear, like when the transient growth starts, how large it will
be, and when it stops.
Although not everything about transient growth is known, there are many
methods to control it. These approaches include Norm-Optimal ILC [23], frequencydomain designs [21], K m design [24], time-varying method [19], iteration-varying
model inverse design [25], LMI designs [26], lowpass filtering and many other methods.
These methods rely on selecting Lu and Le such that \\>A |] < 1. However, even in these
methods, perturbations to the plant model can result in an \\<A || > 1. As a general rule,
asymptotic performance and robustness are inversely related in these methods.
Transient growth is a common problem in ILC systems, as it is shown in Section
3, this problem is only further complicated when dealing with coordinated ILC systems.
In this work, it is most interested in the large array decentralized coordinated ILC system,
and in Section 4 a new approach, iteration-varying method, is designed to solve this
problem in coordinated ILC system.
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3. ILC STRUCTURES FOR COORDINATED SYSTEM

3.1. DECENTRALIZED COORDINATED SYSTEM
In this section, the idea of a decentralized coordinated system structure is
introduced. Compared to centralized design, the decentralized structure is more practical
in coordinated ILC systems, especially large array systems, because the learning
algorithm is decentralized and requires less computation. Several decentralized structures
are proposed for various tracking problems. The key contribution of this section is the
development of a common structure for decentralized coordinated ILC systems. Also the
stability and monotonic convergence analysis for these systems is presented.
In the decentralized coordinated system, each single system uses only local
information, which is the information from itself and neighboring systems. The
centralized design is infeasible in large array coordinated system and in this case,
decentralized structure is an appropriate approach.
Between two neighboring systems, there are two basic types of coordination. In
the first type, the information flows in one direction. This is illustrated in Figure 3.1 (a) in
which A and B are systems and the arrow represents information flow. Here, system B
uses information from its neighboring system A, while the system A does not use
information from system B. One example is geese following the leader during travelling
(Figure 3.1 b). In the other type, the information flows in two directions, which means,
the neighboring systems use information from each other (Figure 3.2 a). One example is
the soccer robots, during the match they communicate with each other and make
decisions based on the information they received (Figure 3.2 b).
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Figure 3.1 One way information in coordinated system, (a) Signal diagram, (b)
travelling geese utilizing one way information flow.

Figure 3.2 Two way information in coordinated system, (a) Signal diagram, (b)
soccer robot utilizing two way information flow [8].

The ‘information flow’ is central to the types of coordination that can be
achieved. Basically, if information flows from system A to system B, it means system B
makes decisions depending on the performance of system A. Based on the one-way and
tow-way information flow, four basic types of coordinated 1LC systems are introduced
next, and other more complicated coordinated ILC systems are constructed with these
four basic types.
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3.1.1. Direct Master-Slave System. In a direct master-slave coordination system,
the master system will learn to track the reference, and the slave systems will learn to
adjust to the master system.
This coordinated system structure is based on one-way information flow. In a
system array, if the coordination between one central system and every other system is
focused on, this coordinated system structure can be used. As shown in Figure 3.3 (a), the
information flow comes from master system A, and goes into slave systems B, C and D,
thus system B, C and D will make decision based on the information from A. Figure 3.3
(b) shows a circular array of MEMS probes. One probe is arbitrarily selected as the leader
and all other probes attempt to match the leader.

(b)
Figure 3.3 Direct master-slave system, (a) diagram, (b) application in MEMS
coordinated system in Precision Control Lab, Missouri S&T.
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It is also possible that slave systems can have different actions by adjusting their
coordination with the master system. For example, to make the trajectories of system 2, 3
and 4 match wht output of system 1, the direct master-slave system in Figure 3.4 (a) is
used. If the sum of the master system and each slave system output is required to be a
constant ysum, the direct master-slave system can be connected as in Figure 3.4 (b) to
reduce coordination error. Other coordination is also possible.

(a)

(b)
Figure 3.4 Two examples of coordination in direct master-slave system.
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3.1.2. Master-Slave-Chain System. Similar to direct master-slave system, in
master-slave-chain system, there is a chain of master-slave systems. The difference is, in
the master-slave-chain system, instead of learning from the master system directly, each
slave system in the array is coordinated to its ‘upper level’ system.
Same as direct master-slave system, this coordinated system structure is based on
one-way information flow. As shown in Figure 3.5 (a), the information flow flows from
system A to system B, then from B to C, and from system C and to D. Thus all the
neighboring systems are coordinated. Here system A leads the whole array, so it is called
master system. All the slave systems are coordinated one by one, so this structure is
called master-slave-chain system. If the coordinated error between neighboring slave
systems, for example the coordinated error between each pair of neighboring probes in
Figure 3.5 (b), is most important, this structure can be used.

(b)
Figure 3.5 Master-slave-chain system diagram, (a) diagram, (b) possible application
in DPN probe array [27J.

By using different information flow, the slave systems have different action. One
example is shown in Figure 3.6, if the tracking error between neighboring systems—
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which are system 1 and 2,2 and 3—is cared, all slave systems will track their upper level
system output to achieve small coordination error.

Figure 3.6 An example of coordination in master-slave-chain system.

3.1.3. Coordinated Learning System. In the master-slave chain system, the
neighboring systems are coordinated by one-way information flow.
But sometimes one-way information is not enough, and neighboring systems
should learn from each other. One application where two-way information flow is useful
is in robotic assembly, as shown in Figure 3.7 (b). Thus two-way information is used and
a new structure, coordinated learning system is constructed, as shown in Figure 3.7 (a).
Here, the tracking example is still used to show how the two-way information
flows in a system array. In Figure 3.8, each subsystem tracks a given reference yd, and
also coordinates with its neighboring system. The system error used in ILC design is a
combination of reference tracking error and coordinated error.
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(a)
Figure 3.7 Coordinated learning system, (a) diagram, (b) possible application in
assembly robot arms [28].

Figure 3.8 Coordinated learning system, tracking example.
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The structures above are basic structures in decentralized coordinated ILC system,
and other more complicated coordinated systems can be constructed by these basic
structures. For example, the system in Figure 3.9 consists a coordinated learning system,
a direct master-slave system and a master-slave chain system.

Figure 3.9 A decentralized coordinated ILC system, constructed by basic structures.

3.2. A GENERAL MODEL FOR DECENTRALIZED COORDINATED ILC
In Section 3.1, the basic structures of decentralized coordinated ILC system are
introduced. In this section, it is shown that the decentralized coordinated ILC structures
can be formed in a general model. The general model can be written in the same form
with single ILC, which can be called standard form. Thus, the coordinated system
performance can be analyzed simply with the results in Section 2.
Similar to single system, a coordinated system can also be written as
y j = Pui

(3.i)

where i = 1,2, •••,n is the subsystem index. The coordinated system output in iterationj
is
yj = [yij

■" ynj]'
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the input is
Uj = [u l j

u ij

un ;],

and the coordinated system is
rpi
p =

Same as in single 1LC system, the iterative learning law in coordinated ILC
system is
Uj+i — LuUj + Leej
In single system, the error is e, = yd - y j . But in coordinated ILC system, the reference
is not a constant trajectory. From Figure 3.4, 3.6 and 3.8, it can be found that the
reference of a subsystem contains two parts, constant trajectories like y d and ysum, and
output trajectories from neighboring systems. So, the error in coordinated ILC system can
be written as
e, = ^const + rj - y}

where rconst is the constant part of the reference, and r; is the part in reference linearly
relating to y; . Thus the learning law in coordinated ILC system equals to
t7/ +i — Lullj + Le(rConst T 7} — y f)

Since r) is linear function of y; , combining r; and y; , in general we can write the learning
law as
% + 1 — Lu llj + ( V o f f s e t

L y j ) — Luiu i,j + ^ u i,j

(3.2)

Where
Lui
(3.3)
^un.
(3.4)
-^nl

Lnn-
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and y off set = \yi,offset- yi.offset.

>yn,offset]' contains the constant part in reference.

Here note that for a subsystem i, rLJ only contains output from other subsystem k , k ^ i .
Thus there is
0 *
* 0

rj ~

\ *
* 0

and the diagonal part of L is Le,
jn
(3.5)

le=
Jnn

To make the learning law clear, equation (3.2) can be written as
U1J+l'

-ul

uU

yi.offset

L\\

Lin

Lun,j

yn.offset

Lnl

k .. .. y nJ

Uj +l =
Mn,j+t.

yij

The generalized learning law above is illustrated in Figure 3.10. Clearly, for a
subsystem /', in the ILC learning law,
u

(3.6)

i,j ~ yi.offset ~ ^ ^Liky kj
k=l

In Figure 3.10, when an off diagonal element Lik, i =£ k is nonzero, system i will receive
the information from system k and learn from system k. For example, if system 2 is
required to learn from system 1, by setting L2i ^ 0, the output information y x can go
through L21 into 6u2, and the required coordination is achieved since Su2 contains the
information from system 1.
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Figure 3.10 The method of generating flu*.
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When centralized design is used, all Lik can be nonzero if the array of systems is
asymptotically stable. If we use decentralized coordination structure, only the Llk
between neighboring systems {Ll t_x, Lu, Li i+1) is non-zero, and it can decrease the
density of the matrix in Figure 3 .4. Therefore, the decentralized design can reduce
complexity in communication and calculation in large array coordinated system.
Special types of coordination, such as the three structures presented in the
previous section, required particular selection of the Lik. The following section will show
how those structures are written in the general model form.
The general model above is set up to design coordinated ILC system. For
analyzing coordinated ILC performance, it is convenient to write the learning law into the
standard form which is used in single ILC system, because the results in Section 2.5 can
be simply applied with standard form. With the general model above, we can achieve the
standard form
Uj+i —LuUj + (yoffset ~ LPiij) —LuUj 4- LeGj

(3.7)

where the error ey = L^yoffset ~ L^LPUj. Thus, Le1y 0ffset becomes the reference
vector and L~XLP becomes the plant model.

3.3. BASIC STRUCTURES IN GENERAL MODEL FRAMEWORK
In this section, the three basic decentralized coordinated ILC system structures
introduced in Section 3.1 are formatted into the general model of coordinated ILC system
set up in Section 3.2 in order to design and analyze the coordinated system conveniently.
3.3.1. Direct Master-Slave System. In a direct master-slave coordination system,
the master system will learn to track the reference, and the slave systems will learn to
adjust the master system.
To set up a direct master-slave system, L21, L31 and L41 in Figure 3.10 are left
nonzero, while other off diagonal elements are zero, as shown in Figure 3.11. In this way,
the systems 2, 3 and 4 (slave systems) receives information and learns from system 1
(master system). Next two examples are presented to show how Lik and y(offset are
chosen to satisfy different coordination requirements in Figure 3.4 (a) and (b).
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Figure 3.11 Direct master-slave system.

Example 1
In this example, the master system is tracking a reference trajectory yd and the
slave systems are required to track the master system output, as in Figure 3.4 (a).
According to Figure 3.11, for the master system, there is
5Ui = Jioffset ~ ^nT i
Since it is tracking reference yd, with setting y XOffset = Lxxy d, the ILC learning law for
system 1 can be written as
Ui,;+i = LuiUxj + 6uxj = Luluxj + Ln (yd - y xj)
For the slave systems, system 2~4, there is
Suk = y k,offset - (Lkky k + Lkxy x),

f o r k = 2,3,4

Here the slave systems are required to track the master system, the learning gains should
be
Lkx — Lkk
and the offset should be
y k, of fs et ~ 0

Then ILC learning law for slave systems can be written as
uk,j+i ~ LUkUkj + Sukj = LukukJ + Lkk{yXj —y kj)>

/ o r k = 2,3,4

In this way, the slave systems will track the master system output trajectory.
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Example 2
In this example, the master system is tracking a reference trajectory y d and each
slave system is required to adjust to the master system and keep the sum of their output a
curtain constant ysum, as in 3.4 (b). According to Figure 3.11, for the master system, we
can choose
yioffset ~ Lny<i
and the system will track the reference y d, which is same as the master system in
example 1.
For the slave systems, system 2~4, there is
~ yk.offset ~~ (^kkVk 4" ^felTl)'

/ o r k — 2,3,4

Flere the slave systems are required to adjust to the master system and keep the sum of
their output a certain value. To achieve this goal, the learning gains should be
Lki = I'M
and the offset should be
yk.offset ~ Lkkysum
Then ILC learning law for slave systems can be written as
ukj +1 —LUkukj T fiUkj —Luk^-kj T ifcfc (ysum —(yi; "h Tfc;))/

/ o r k — 2,3,4

In this way, the sum of master and slave system output is kept.
3.3.2. Master-Slave-Chain System. In master-slave-chain system, the
coordinated error between each pair of neighboring systems is focused on. To set up a
master-slave-chain system, I 2i» ^32 an(3 ^43 in Figure 3.10 are left nonzero, while other
off diagonal elements are zero, as shown in Figure 3.12. In this way, the systems 2, 3 and
4 receives information and learns from system 1, 2 and 3. The next example is presented
to show how Lik and yi 0f f set are chosen to satisfy different coordination requirements in
Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.12 Master-slave-chain system.

The procedure of deciding learning functions Lik is similar to the first type, and
an example is presented to show how the required coordination is achieved. Here the
master system is required to track a reference y d, and each slave system is required to
track its upper level neighboring system. According to Figure 3.12, for the master system,
there is
6Ux — y \ 0f f Set ~ ^llTl
Since the master system is tracking reference y d, y \ 0ffset is chosen as
yioffset ~ iwya
and the ILC learning law for system 1 can be written as
u i,j+i = Lu\Uij + Suxj = Lululy + Lu(yd - y t j )
For the slave systems, system 2~4, there is
—yk,off set ~ (^kkYk "b ^kft-iyk-l)>

/ o r k = 2,3,4

To track the upper level neighboring system, as shown in Figure 3.6, y k-i is set as the
reference of system k. So the learning gains can be chosen as
Lk.k-1 ——^kk
and the offset should be
Yk,offset ~ 0
The ILC learning law can be written as
uk,j+i

Lukukj T fiv-kj

kukukj + Lkk(yk-i,j

Ykj)’

/ o r k = 2,3,4
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Compared to the direct master-slave system in 3.3.1, the master-slave-chain
system focuses on the coordination among slave systems, while the direct master-slave
system pays more attention to the coordination between master system and each slave
system.
3.3.3. Coordinated Learning System. In this section the coordinated learning
system in Section 3.1.3 is formatted into the general model. In this type of system, the
neighboring systems learn from each other with two-way information flow. To set up the
coordinated learning system, in Figure 3.13, the off diagonal elements I 12, 1 2i> ^23 and
i 32 are left nonzero. In this way, system 1 and 2, system 2 and 3 can learn from each
other.
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Figure 3.13 Coordinated learning system.

To show how the learning gains are decided, the example in Figure 3.8 is used
here. In this example, the system 1, 2 and 3 are required to track a same reference yd,
while the system 1 and 2, system 2 and 3 are required to coordinate with each other and
reduce coordination error. According to Figure 3.13, for system 2 and 3, there is
<^1 = Vl,offset ~ ( ^ u T i +

zVi)

S u 2 = y 2, offset ~ C ^ i T i + L22y 2 + L 23y 3)
S u 3 = Vz, o f f set ~ ( L 33y 3 + L 32y 2 )

For required performance, the learning gains can be selected as
L12 = —
L2i = —bL22
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and the offset references are
yioffset = ( i —a) L u y d
yzoffset = (1 — b — c)L22y d
Vzoffset = (1 —d)L33y d
where a, b,c,d E (0,1) are the weights on how much the system contributes to reference
tracking and how much it contributes to coordination. Thus the learning laws for system
2 and 3 are

The advantage of the coordinated learning system is that the systems can
coordinated with each other. Unlike the master-slave system, the learning can be in two
directions, which is more feasible in coordinated system design. And the disadvantage is
that it requires more complicated calculations to stabilize the networked systems. The
details about stability will be introduced in next section.

3.4. COORDINATED ILC SYSTEM PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In Section 4, the structure of decentralized ILC coordinated system is introduced.
Although it is possible to achieve different coordination functions by using different
structures, the system performance like stability and monotonic convergence are also
important. In this section, the system performance is analyzed.
3.4.1.

Stability. In 3.2, the coordinated ILC is written into standard form, and the

coordinated ILC system error is defined as
y offset

Le LPUj

(3.8)

Referring to Section 2.4.1, the system is AS if e; is bounded. In the above equation, it is
found Uj = P~1L~1(y0f fset - Leej), e0 = L a y o f f set with uo = 0, and the propagation
of error is
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ej+1 = {L-xLPLuP~xL-xLe - VpLPL^e, + (/ - L;1LPLup - 1r 1Le)e0
If defining
=/l = UexLPLuP~xL~xLe - L~xLPLe, B = LpLPLuP~xL~xLe,

(3.9)

the coordinated ILC system can be written as
e]+1 = Aej + (I - B ) e 0

(3.10)

which is in a same form with (2.12).
As introduced in 2.4.2, the ILC system is AS if p(A ) < 1, and here the AS
condition can be written as
P(c/Z) = p(L-exLPLup - xL-xLe - L-exLPLe) = p(Lu - LP) < 1

(3.11)

Next let us check the AS condition in the three typical types of coordinated system in 3.3.
In a direct master-slave system, it is AS if

Ai

J

~ l 2\P \

- T P
Lu221 2

0

V_ - A , , *5
= maX(/?(A l
<1

\

0

A iA

L un - L nn P n ^
)

~ L U P l ) > P ( L u2 ~ L 22P 2 \ - ' - ’ P ( L un ~ L nnP n ) )

And in master-slave-chain system, the AS condition is
An

L wp \

l

2 \P \

0
L u2

l

22p 2

P

VL

0

- L n,n - ,1P n - 1
,

L un - L nn Pn

= m a x { p ( Z M] - L ,XPX), p { L u2 - L 22P2),•••, p { L un - L nnPn)}

<1
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From the AS conditions above, it is not hard to see that, in either type of master-slave
system, if all single systems are stable, there is
p { L ui - L ^ ) < \ , fox i = \ , 2 , - - , n

and then the master-slave coordinated system is asymptotically stable.
In coordinated learning system which is using two-way design, the asymptotically
stable condition is
f

Ad AiA
-T
p
^2 I'M

-f

P

P2r 2

0

A 2 A 2A
<1

P
L n-\,n A

-Ln,n-\,Pn-1. L - L P

0

V

Jy

Unlike the master-slave structures, the stability condition for the two-way communication
does not easily simplify. Thus, stabilizing choices for Lu and L may be more difficult to
find.
3.4.2. Monotonic Convergence. When j -> oo, the asymptotic error of
coordinated system is
«?«,■= ( 1 - c / l ) - 1 ( l - S ) e 0

and the convergence dynamic is also same as single system
6/ +1

^00

600)

As introduced in Section 2.4.3, the monotonic convergent condition is \\A\\ < 1, and
here it is equivalent to
M i l = \\LeXLPLuP~1L~1Le - LpLPLeW < 1

(3.12)

Here master-slave-chain system is used to show that monotonic convergence is hard to
achieve by designing Lu and L. In a master-slave-chain system, there is
-lul
Lu —

,L =

Mi
^21
L 0

0
^22

jii
i Lg

Ln,b-1 Lnn-
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thus the monotonic convergence condition can be written as
r - TMlM
P
^u\

0
T

0

- T^22PJ 2

0

*

<1

Lun -L nn Pn .

In this condition, it is hard to design Lu and L to achieve the condition above because of
the nonzero sub-matrixes in the lower triangular part. Thus, while stability in the masterslave systems is inherited from its subsystems, monotonic convergence is not. In other
coordinated system types like coordinated learning system, monotonic convergence is
even harder to achieve.
Achieving monotonic convergence is a challenge for decentralized coordinated
system, and transient growth often happens when the system array is large. Next an
example is given to show the transient growth in decentralized coordinated system while
the stability is easily achieved.
Example
In a master-slave-chain system array, which is described in 3.1.2, n subsystems
has the same model,
z-0 .8
- Pn - (z _ o .5 )(z - 0.9)

P1 - P 2 -

(3.13)

and PD-type ILC is used for each system for i=1, 2,
Lui(z) = 1,Lu(z) = 0.75 - 0.3z_1
According to (3.2), the learning law for the system is
uj+ 1 — L u llj + (yoffset ~ LPUj)

where
Lu

dictQ (.L-uii LU2>"' i Tufi)

yoffset ~ [^n yd>0; ■ "< o]

L

Lu
-L22 L22
-Lm

L rm.

(3.14)
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from the master-slave-chain system design in 3.3.2. It is not hard to see that in this
system, the master system tracks reference y d, which is a square wave, the slave systems
track the master system performance one by one.
If each subsystem works separately, it is monotonic convergent, like the master
system in Figure 3.14. However, in Figure 3.14 we show that the networked system is not
monotonic. In fact, the transient growth increases with each additional system. The
largest growth in the networked system is 103, which appears on the 20th system. Clearly
adding more systems will result in increased growth.

Figure 3.14 Transient growth for the networked system using the nominal learning
algorithm.

When working separately, all the subsystems in the array are stable and
monotonically convergent, like the master system. But when they are coordinated in a
master-slave-chain system array, transient growth happens and increases with more
attached subsystems.
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From the example, one can see that the transient growth is a problem in
decentralized coordinated ILC system when the system is stable. While there are many
existing approaches for controlling transient growth in single systems, they are not
feasible in large array coordinated systems. For example, Norm-Optimal method yields
centralized solutions. Furthermore, large arrays make Norm-Optimal design
computations infeasible. Lowpass Q-filtering also requires a centralized control structure
and negatively impacts asymptotic performance. A new approach is proposed to solve
this problem in Section 4.
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4. ITERATION-VARYING ILC METHOD

4.1. TRANSIENT GROWTH IN A STANDARD ILC SYSTEM
In Sections 2 and 3 it shows that monotonic convergence is difficult to achieve
and transient growth is a common phenomenon in decentralized coordinated ILC
systems. In this section, a new approach is designed to control the transient growth
problem. The approach, which is a modification to the standard learning law, can be
applied to any stable ILC system.
From the analysis in Section 2 and Section 3, it can be found that although the
detailed structures are different, the single ILC system and coordinated ILC system can
be written in a standard structure in Table 4.1. Also, in this section, zero initial states are
assumed. The difference between the single and coordinated ILC appears in the structure
and size of P, Lu, Le, A and B.
Table 4.1 Standard structure of ILC system
System
ILC learning law
Error dynamics
Asymptotic error
Convergence dynamics

yj = puj
tij+i LuUj + Le6j
e;+1 = Aej + (/ - B)e0
fioo = (1 —c/Z)_1(l - B)e0
&j+1 £-oo A (ej £co)
p(A) < 1
M il < i

AS condition
Monotonic convergence condition

In the standard form, y;-, P, Uj, e; , Lu, L e, A and B are different in single and
coordinated ILC systems. Recalling (2.13), in single ILC system
A = PLUP~X - PLe
3 = PLUP - 1
Recalling (3.4)-(3.5) and (3.9), in coordinated system
^ul
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where Lui and Li; are ILC design for subsystem i. And
A = Le1LPLuP _1L_1Le - L~l LPLe
3 = L-1LPLuP~1L-1Le
where
LIn
L=
Ln1

Lnn

and Lik, i =£ k is related to Ltl and contains the coordination information between
subsystems. In both single and coordinated ILC system, when the monotonic
convergence condition \\A\\ < 1 is not meet, transient growth will happen.
In Section 2.8, the transient growth problem in single ILC system is analyzed and
several existing solutions are introduced. In Section 3.4.2, it shows that achieving
monotonic convergence in large array decentralized coordinated ILC system is harder
than in single ILC system, and most existing approaches are not feasible in this case.
Therefore a new approach is required to solve this problem in decentralized coordinated
system.

4.2. ITERATION DOMAIN FILTER
4.2.1. Design. Here, an iteration-varying filter is proposed.
Continue using the LTI system P and the pair of stabilizing learning gains Lu and
Le, which are obtained from any ILC design method and the learning law is equation
(2.5). Assume that learning gains are stabilizing, so p ( A ) < 1, but, not necessarily
monotonically convergent (\\A\\ > 1). The iteration-varying filter will be used to slow
the learning rate.
Define the scalar sequence fj as a monotonically increasing filter with the
following properties,
PI) fj < / ; +i, P2) f0 = 0, and P3) l i m ^ fj = 1 .
Consider the modified learning algorithm where the pre-filter /.• is added,
Uj+i —fj(Luiij 4- Leej).

(4.1)
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The modified learning algorithm can be interpreted as a forgetting-factor algorithm [29],
where (1 —f j ) is the forgetting factor. The properties of fj ensure that the forgetting
factor is largest initially, but decays to zero with increasing iteration. Property P3 ensures
that in the limit the modified learning algorithm behaves identically to the original
algorithm, and thus the same steady state error can be expected. It remains to be shown
that the modified algorithm is stable and converges with reduced transient growth.
4.2.2. Stability Analysis. Applying the modified algorithm to the error dynamics
in table 4.1, it is straightforward to show that the closed-loop error with the modified
learning algorithm can be written as
ej+i = fjcAej + (1 -

(4.2)

Before proving the effectiveness of the filter in controlling transient growth, it is first
required to show that the modified algorithm in equation (4.1) preserves the stability of
the original algorithm in equation (2.5).
Lemma 1: Given stabilizing learning gains Lu and Le such that p(Lu — LeP) < 1
and a sequence fj satisfying properties P1-P3, the closed-loop system with modified
learning algorithm is AS.
Proof: Because Lu and Le are stabilizing gains for the original learning system,
there exists positive definite M and N that satisfy the Lyapunov equation M —Jl TM A =
N . For modified learning algorithm, the Lyapunov equation becomes
M - (f jA)TM(fjA) = M + At MA - At MA - (/;A )TM(/;-A)
= M + At M A - f j 2ATMA
= N + ( l - f j 2)ATMA
which is also positive definite, because ( l —f j 2) > 0. Therefore, the Lyapunov equation
for the modified algorithm is positive definite, and thus the modified ILC system is
asymptotically stable when the original system is AS.
4.2.3. Transient E rror Analysis and Control
From (4.2). to proceed with the transient learning analysis, the iteration-varying
attribute of the modified learning algorithm necessitates that we define an fj- quasisteady-state error as,
eoo(fj ) = ( I - f j A y \ l - f JB)e0.

(4.3)
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The^-quasi-steady-state error is the asymptotic error that would be obtained iff were
frozen for all future iterations as fj = /;+1 = fJ+2 =

Although fj cannot be held

constant indefinitely per property P3, the f j -quasi-steady-state error provides an
appropriate notion of steady-state for the iteration-varying algorithm. Note that e:/1(/7)
exists for all j = 0,1,... because p (A ) < 1 and from P1-P3, 0 < fj < 1. The transient
error can now be defined with respect to the f j -quasi-steady-state error as follows.
Next is the key point of the iteration-varying filter design and transient growth
controlling. Usually, when transient growth happens, total error or ||e;- —eIX)|| is used for
evaluating the size of transient growth. Here to simplify the mathematical proof, a new
way is used in defining transient error.
D e fin itio n :

The transient error for the modified learning algorithm is given by
§j = e j - e m(fj).

(4.4)

where e; is the system error and e„ {fj) is the f j -steady-state error, as shown in Figure 4.1.

F i g u r e 4 .1 S y s t e m e r r o r , s t e a d y - s t a t e e r r o r a n d t r a n s i e n t e r r o r .

The total learning error e,- is thus a combination of transient error e, and quasisteady-state error ero(/y). The propagation of the transient error is obtained as follows,
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§j — ej

e qo(/})

=

+ ( l - f j - i® )e0 - eoo{fj)

= f j - i A e j - t + ( l - fj- i 'A ) e 00( f j - 1) - £?«,(/;)
—

(f?j-1 —eoo(/;-l)) 4" Goo(/y-l) —^oo(//)

=
where

(4.5)

+ V;.!,

= ew{fj-\) —<?,(/}). The main contribution of this work is the following

theorem, which proves that the magnitude of the transient growth is proportional to the
rate of increase of /). Thus, the transient error can be controlled with appropriate design
of the fj sequence.
Theorem 1: Assume the system and modified ILC algorithm with fj sequence
satisfying P1-P3. If p(c/Z) < 1 and e > 0, then there exists a learning rate a E [0,1],
\fj+x —f j | < a for all j, such that the transient error is bounded by ||e; || < e for all j.
Proof: Expanding the recursive solution of transient error in (4.5), there is
- ( r

Lui=o i -

.

+

♦(row

n;:>

c/t; 1V 0 +

PI

fi

2V! +

+ V7-i

Wheny=0, there is e0 = e0 —em( f Q) = e0 — em(0) = 0. Since 0 = /o < A < • • • < / / <
1, there is
ll^/ll < IM; xvo|| +

2^i|| + ••• I M V J .

Furthermore, since p ( A ) < 1, so there exists A>0 and p(c/Z) < y < 1 such that 11c/Z711 <
K y f so,
||e/|| < fry7”1Iboll + ^ y ;-2 lbill + ••• + /fy 1||v,-_2|| + Ay°||t7y_1||.
From (4.3) it can be noted that the f j -quasi-steady-state error is a smooth and bounded
function over the range of fj. so there exists an L such that || Vj || = |]e y(/)) —
e/ (/j+1)|| < L\fj - f j +11, where L is the Lipschitz constant [30] of ero(/; ). Then, using
the maximum rate of increase of fj as \fj+i —fj | < a, we have
e, II < Ay; l La + Kyi 2La + — I- K y 1La + Ky°La = LaK

i- r J
< LaKl-y
l-y
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Thus, the transient error bound is proportional to maximum rate of increase, a. It
remains to show that there exists an a £ [0,1] to satisfy the e bound. Choosing a such
that 0 < a <

gh-

•

y~\

.

it A i|

yields ||e; || < e, which completes the proof.

Remark: From the above proof, it is clear that when the matrix A is known one
can explicitly calculate a to achieve the desired bound on transient growth. However, if
the system P is not well known or A has a large size (for example, the large scale
coordinated systems), calculation of an appropriate calculate a is challenging. For such
systems, a tuning process may be practical. Because a always exists for convergent
systems, it is always possible to tune a through a trial and error process to achieve the
desired behavior.
Remark: It is notable that a is inversely proportional to K. Since ||c/C|| <
KyJ < K, K is a measure of the transient growth of the original learning system.
Therefore, the larger the system’s transient growth, the smaller one must choose a, and
thus the slower the convergence. Thus in the Lu and Le design it is still desirable to
minimize transient growth. Clearly, /;+1 = fj + a gives the fastest rate of increase for fj.
Of course, fj should not exceed one, so f j +1 = min {/) + a, 1} is used.
When j -> <x,fj -* 1, the steady state error e,x (/) ) = ex (l) = (/ —A ) ~ 1(l —
S )e0, which is same as the final system error without the filter in table 4.1. Thus the final
performance will not be influenced by the filter fj.
4.2.4.

Tuning Process. It is notable that in the proof, many conservative bounds

are used. Thus, a direct calculation of a may be conservative. Since the existence of a is
proved, it is always possible to use a tuning process to find a. The procedures are,
1. Choose an initial small value for a.
2. If the transient growth is prevented, increase a until the transient growth
appears.
3. If there is transient growth with the a, decrease a until transient growth
disappears.
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4.2.5.
P3 can be used as

Filter Profiles. Theoretically, any profiles satisfying condition PI, P2 and
and in Figure 4.2, four profiles are shown. No matter which profile

is used, the maximum increasing rate a of the filter should be limited to bound the
transient error.

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.2 Profiles of fj, (a) step function, (b) linear function, (c) exponential
function, and (d) S-spline function.

£(1—
Y')
When 0 < a < -----is satisfied, the transient error can be bounded with £ using
KL
any profiles. However, because the condition 0 < a <

—is usually too conservative

to be used in practical, the tuning method is used to decide a. And with tuning method,
based on experiments, it is found that exponential profile works best. The reason why the
exponential filter works best is not certain, but one possible explanation is as follows.
With the modified learning law uJ+1 — fj(Luiij + Leej), when j is small, the value of fj
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is small, and it is equivalent to using small learning gains fjLu and fjLe. With these small
learning gains at the beginning of learning process, the monotonic convergence condition
is satisfied and no transient growth happens. Thus the filter fj can increase fast at the
beginning of learning until the monotonic convergence condition is violated. When the
monotonic convergence condition is violated, fj has to increase slowly in order to control
the transient error. If the filter increases fast at the beginning and slows down the
increasing speed while j is growing, an exponential function expresses these characters of
the filter best.

From the analysis above, we can see that the modified learning algorithm with an
iteration-varying filter, as compared to the original learning algorithm, will decrease the
transient growth, while maintaining the same asymptotic performance. The tradeoff is a
slower convergence. A tuning approach is also given in this section to design the
iteration-varying filter in practical. In next section, examples are given to show the
effectiveness of the designed approach in single ILC system and decentralized
coordinated ILC system.
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5. SIMULATION RESULTS

5.1. SINGLE ILC SYSTEM
In this section, two examples, one single ILC system and one master-slave-chain
ILC system, are given to show the iteration-varying filter design an coordinated ILC
system setup. In Section 5.1, a single ILC system is used, first to demonstrate the
effectiveness of iteration-varying filter, then to compare the iteration-varying filter with
another popular filter in controlling transient growth.
5.1.1.

Iteration-Varying Filter in Single ILC System. In this section, an

example is used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the iteration domain filter. Consider
the second order discrete time system [19]
P(z) =

2 - 0.8

(5-1)

(z-0.5)(z— 0.9)’

The reference is given in Figure 5.1.

2

<
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k
Figure 5.1 Reference.

To demonstrate the filter, a P-type ILC design is used, which is known to result in
transient growth. While other ILC designs such as norm-optimal or model inverse will
result in monotonic convergence, this example can be treated as a highly uncertain
system, such that those approaches will not be beneficial. Let Lu = 1, Le = 0.6, then
A = PLUP~X — PLe = / —0.6P. This is the same system we examined in Section 2. The
system is convergent since Amax(Jl) = 0.4, but it is not monotonically convergent since
M || = 1.3967 > 1.
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The filter f j +1 = fj + a is used. In this case, it is determined that K ~ 1025, L ~
20,7 = 0.4, so according to 0 < a < ^ —22 there is a < 3 x 10~27£. Clearly this value
of a is impractically slow. However, the calculation for a is conservative, as described in
Section 4.2.3 and 4.2.4. We find that the tuning process will be more practical in this
case. Several choices of a, a = 1, 0.1, 0.01, are shown in Figure 5.2 (a). Note that the
modified algorithm with a = 1 is identical to the original algorithm, and thus this is the
nominal P-type ILC. The results are shown in table 5.1 and Figure 5.2 (b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.2 Results with linear filter (a) Linear filter / ;+1 =
+ a; (b) For ILC
system in example 1, with linear filter, when a is smaller, the transient error is
smaller, and the convergent speed is slower. The dotted line is transient error ||§j||,
and the solid line is total error ||ej||.

Table 5.1 Transient error with different a
a
1
0.1
0.01

TRANSIENT ERROR g/ = ei
5 x 103
149
14.5

e°o(//)ll
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As expected, there is a large transient growth for a = 1, with decreasing growth,
but slower convergence as a is decreased. To further reduce transient growth, much
smaller values of a are needed. Alternatively, other forms of the fj filter that also satisfy
\fj+i ~ fj\ — a are considered. Beginning with the results in Figure 5.2, it can be seen
that the transient error appears to grow suddenly when fj is close to, or at, one. Therefore,
rather than continuing to select smaller values of a, in the f J+1 = fj + a algorithm, it
may be more advantageous to select a algorithm with a slower transition to 1. Therefore,
an exponential filter fj — 1 —(1 —a ) ; is used. Here the largest increase rate in f) occurs
fromy'=0 to7- I , so there is \fj+± —fj\ < \f± —fo\ = oc.
Several choices of a, a = 1, 0.2, 0.1, are selected and the filter and simulation,
results are shown in Table 5.2 and Figure 5.3. Clearly the exponential filter is more
effective at reducing the transient growth. Although it is slower than the linear filter, as
evident by the asymptotic convergence rates, the improved reduction in transient growth
at early iterations makes it overall the more practical option.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.3 Results with exponential filter, (a) Exponential filter f j = 1 —(1 —a)J;
(b) For ILC system in example 1, with exponential filter, when a is smaller, the
transient error is smaller, and the convergent speed is slower. The dotted line is
transient growth ||§ j||, and solid line is total error ||ej||.
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Table 5.2 Transient error with exponential filter
a

fj
1
1 - 0.8'
1 - 0.9'

1
0.2
0.1

TRANSIENT ERROR §,• = et 5 x 103
0.710
0.202

These results above shows that the proposed iteration-varying filter reduces
transient error, while the trade off is slower convergent speed. Furthermore, the tuning
approach appears to work quite well. Also, although the convergence rate is slower, the
exponential filter is able to remove the transient error more efficiently than linear filter.
5.1.2. Comparison with a Time-Varying Method. As mentioned in 2.8, there
are many other approaches solving the transient growth problem in ILC, for example
time-varying method [19], which can control the transient growth without complicated
calculation. Comparing to the existing methods, the iteration-varying algorithm can be
applied on any ILC designs to control transient error without sacrificing the final
performance. Also, because the tuning process always works, it prevents complicated
calculations, which is problematic when the size of P is large, especially in networked
systems. Next, the performances of iteration-varying filter designed in this thesis and
time-varying filter in are compared.
The system error comes from the plant, the controller and the reference. Here, the
two ILC filters are applied on a same plant, and compare their ability in tracking certain
references.
First, the system in Section 5.1.1 is used again, PD-type ILC with Lu = 1,Le —
0.55, and the reference as square wave with frequency of 2.5Hz and number of samples
A=1200 (Figure 5.4).

time

Figure 5.4 Reference, number of samples iV=1200.
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In the nominal ILC, ||c/I|| = 1.1997 > 1, so there will be transient growth in the
learning process. To design the iteration-varying filter fj in the modified system uJ+1 =
fj(LuUj + Leej), the tuning process described in 4.2.1.3 is used, and found that fj — 1 —
0.92J. The time-varying filter is applied on the original learning law as
tty+i
——

—

_/'jy

2—

where Y = diag{l, e w, e N,...,e (

L u ty T TLe6j
jn}.

f] is a tunable parameter to ensure the

monotonic convergence condition is satisfied. Here, Y designed as
f = diag{ 1, e

n, e

n

, ..., e

1

The simulated results are shown in Figure 5.5.

0.05

0
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with iter-varying filter
with time-varying filter
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time

0.8
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(b)

Figure 5.5 Comparing time and iteration domain filters, (a) RMS error and
maximum error during the learning process; (b) Error in time domain at iteration
54 when the RMS errors with two filters are same.

From the results in Figure 4.8(a), it can be found that, with time-varying filter,
although the RMS error converges fast at the beginning of the learning process, the
maximum error in each iteration converges slow and has a larger magnitude than
iteration-varying filter. In Figure 4.8(b), it shows that with time-varying filter, the error
will grow up at the end of each iteration, while with iteration-varying filter, the error
keeps same along each trajectory. It is not hard to find the reason when noting that
T(N, N) is close to 0 and there is almost no learning process at the end of each iteration.

1.2
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Then, the same system and ILC gains are used, and the reference is changed to a
square wave with frequency of 2.5Hz and number of samples A'r= 1600 (Figure 5.6).

time

Figure 5.6 Reference, number of samples 7V=1600.

Re-design the iteration-varying filter and get fj = 1 — 0.95J; re-design the time4
__4 _9—
_(M_1)_4
varying filter and get T = diag{ 1, e ^,e N,...,e 1 hv}. The simulated results are

shown in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7 Comparing time and iteration domain filters with longer trail, (a) RMS
error and maximum error during the learning process; (b) Error in time domain at
iteration 66 when the RMS errors with two filters are same.
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Compare Figure 4.8 and 4.10, it can be concluded that when the trajectory is
longer, to keep the learning process monotonically convergent, the time-varying filter
will sacrifice the performance at the end of each iteration and slow down the process as
well, while the iteration-varying filter will slow down the learning process only.
The research is focused on large array of coordinated system, although the
trajectory is not necessary to be very long, the array size is considerably large. In order to
decrease the transient growth, the time-varying filter will decrease to smaller value with
more systems added in the array, and it will severely affect the learning performance of
lower level systems in the array. Therefore, time-varying filter is less practical than
iteration-varying filter when trajectory is long or system array is large.

5.2. DECENTRALIZED COORDINATED ILC SYSTEM
In this section, a master-slave-chain system is used to show how the decentralized
coordinated ILC system is set up and the effectiveness of the filter in coordinated ILC
system. The example here is a tracking system. In this example, the master system tracks
a given trajectory y d in Figure 5.8, and the slave systems track the master system one by
one using ‘master-slave-chain’ structure, as shown in Figure 5.9.
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yd

Figure 5.9 Master-slave-chain system performing coordinated tracking.

5.2.1. Master-Slave-Chain System Setup. In this example, the system array
example in equation (3.13) is used again. Recall that, all subsystems in the array have the
same plant,
z-0 .8
G1 - G 2 - - - G n - (z _ 0 5) ( z _ 0 9)
For better initial error, feedback control is also applied on each subsystem, with the
proportional controller C(z)=l. According to equation (2.29), the system models used in
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ILC design are
z — 0.8
Pr, =
n z 2 — OAz — 0.35

P i = P2

so the coordinated system is
Pi
P=
And PD-type ILC is used for each subsystem for i=1,2,
Lui(z) = 1, Lji(z) = 0.75 —0.3z_1
Here Lui(z) = 1, so, theoretically, perfect tracking can be achieved.
For the master system, it tracks the reference, and the learning law is
u i j + i ~ LuiUij + k n ( y cj - y t j)

And for the slave systems, they track their neighboring system, and the learning law is
u i , j + 1 = L u i u ij + ^ i i i y i - l . j ~ V i j )

Combining these equations, the learning law for the whole decentralized coordinated
system is
U j + i — L u Uj + ( y o f f s e t ~ L P l l j )

By using different yoffset and F, the coordination is different. Here these learning
functions are
Lu

diag{LullLu2, - , L Un}

Yoffset ~ [LllYd'

■"»0]

A,
L22 L22
-Lrm Lrm
5.2.2.

Transient Growth in the Coordinated ILC System. According to the

analysis in 3.4.2, the system is AS if p (Jl) < 1, and is monotonically convergent if
M il < 1, where
A = Le1LPLuP~1L~1Le - l ~ 1LPLe
Le = diag{Ln, L22,

, Lnn}
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In this example, assuming 5 systems are coordinated including master system, there is
p{jV) = 0.25, and \\<A\\ = 2.1964, which means the master-slave system is AS but not
monotonic convergent. As shown in Figure 5.10, when the number of slave systems
grows, transient growth increases. Here, only 5 subsystems are used, and the transient
growth problem will be more severe if more slave systems are attached. The largest RMS
error in Figure 5.10 is 7.4786, which is too large and needs to be reduced.

Figure 5.10 RMS error of master-slave tracking system.

5.2.3.

Coordinated ILC System with Iteration-Varying Filter. As with the

single ILC system, here the tuning method is used in this section.
To control the transient growth in Section 5.2.2, an iteration-varying filter is
designed here. Based on the analysis in Section 4.2.2, the exponential filter fj — 1 —
(1 —a )J usually gives better results. The parameter a is tuned from 0 to 1 until the
transient growth size is acceptable. Finally, a = 0.4 is decided as shown in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11 Iteration varying filter / ;- = 1 —0. & with a = 0.4.

With the filter, in Figure 5.12, although the convergent speed is slower, the
transient growth is bounded by max||e1;||2 = 0.5132, max||e2y||2 = 0.6014,
max||e3y||2 = 0.8302, max||e4;||2 = 0.2102, and max||e5; ||2 = 1.8014, which are the
initial errors. This is a reduction compared to max||e1;||2 = 0.5132, max||e2y||2 =
0.6014, max||e3y||2 = 1.4333, max||e4y||2 = 3.4091, and max||e5y||2 = 7.4786 in the
original algorithm.

Figure 5.12 RMS error of master-slave tracking system with filter fj.
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With the iteration-varying filter in ILC system, in Figure 5.13, it can be seen that
the error in time improved iteration by iteration. In iteration 1, Figure 5.13 (a), it shows
the result of feedback control before learning begins. The master system can track its
reference, but with more slave systems, the coordinated error is larger. In Figure 5.13 (b),
with 15 iterations, the tracking error and coordinated error are improved. Figure 5.13 (c)
shows the error is very small with 30 iterations. It is possible to achieve more precise
results with more iterations.
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Figure 5.13 Error in time domain, (a) Iteration 1, feedback control only.
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6. CONCLUSION

In this section, the main results of the thesis are concluded. Based on the existing
research, a decentralized coordinated ILC system framework is set up, and an iterationvarying filter is designed to solve the transient growth problem in ILC system.
First, the background knowledge of coordinated system and ILC is introduced in
Sections 1 and 2. In Section 1, two types of coordinated system are defined. It also
concluded that decentralized coordination design is more practical while coordinating a
large array of systems. Additionally, ILC is identified as a possible approach when
precision control is required and the system performs a repeating process. In Section 2,
basic analysis in ILC, including standard form, algorithm, system performance and
popular design approaches, is introduced. It also points out that transient growth is a
common and important problem in ILC.
Next a decentralized coordinated ILC system framework is designed in Section 3.
Three basic types of decentralized coordination structures are proposed, and more
complicated structure can be generated by selecting and combining these basic structures.
A general model of coordinated ILC system is set up in order to standardize design and
analysis process. The performance including stability and monotonic convergence is
analyzed, and it shows that transient growth is also a big problem in decentralized
coordinated ILC system.
Then since the transient growth problem is problematic in both single and
decentralized coordinated ILC system, a novel iteration-varying filter is designed to
bound the transient error during learning process in Section 4. Analysis shows that such a
filter can always be found to bound the transient error to an arbitrarily low magnitude,
although at the expense of convergence rate. The proposed filter can be applied to any
stable linear, iteration-invariant ILC system, permitting a new design trade-off between
convergence speed and transient growth without sacrificing the asymptotic performance.
Last two simulated examples are presented in Section 5. One is a single ILC
system used to show the effectiveness of iteration-varying filter and to compare with
time-varying filter, another popular design. It shows that the iteration-varying filter can
control the transient error, especially when the system array is large and tracking
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trajectory is long. Another example is a master-slave-chain system, which is a basic
decentralized coordinated ILC structure. It shows that, with iteration-varying filter, ILC
design is helpful in achieving better coordinated performance in coordinated systems.
Further research following on this thesis can proceed in two directions. In
decentralized ILC theory, further research is needed in decentralized ILC learning
function design and filter profile design to achieve better performance. In application, the
decentralized coordinated ILC system design will be applied on the MEMS array in
Precision Control Lab in Mechanical Engineering Department, Missouri University of
Science and Technology.

APPENDIX A.
PROGRAM OF SINGLE ILC SYSTEM
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APPENDIX

Matlab program for single ILC system in 2.8.1
tmax=.4;
ts=0.001;
N=tmax/ts;
Maxlter=170;
k=0:ts:tmax;
k=k';
yd=zeros(N+l,l);
u=zeros(N,MaxIter+1);
unew=zeros(N+l, 1);
e=zeros(N+l ,MaxIter);
e_inf=zeros(N+l ,MaxIter);
e_tran=zeros(N+1,1);
y=zeros(N+1,MaxIter);
RMS=ones(MaxIter, 1);
RMS_einf=ones(MaxIter,l);
RM S_tran=oncs(Max Iter, 1);
%system
G=zpk(0.8,[0.5 0.9], 1,ts);
Gss=ss(G);
G_imp=impulse(G,tmax);
gc=G__imp(2 :N+1);
gr=[gc( 1),zeros( 1,N-1)];
H=toeplitz(gc,gr);

%reference
yd(l:81)=0;
yd(82:161)=l;
yd(162:241)=0;
yd(242:321)=2;
yd(322:401)=0;

%optimal (Q,S,R,Lu,Le)
Q=50*eye(N);
S=eye(N);

R=eye(N);
%Lu=(inv(H'*Q*H+S+R))*(H'*Q*H+R);
%Le=(inv(H'*Q*H+S+R))*H'*Q;
Lu=l;
Le=.6;
L=zeros(N,N);
for i=l :N
L(i,i)=Le*exp(-4/N*(i-l));
end
f=0;
alpha=.01;
A=Lu*eye(N)-H*Le;
B=Lu*eye(N);
for iter=l:MaxIter
sim('singlesystem',tmax);
f(iter+l)=(l-0.9Aiter);
e(:,iter)=enew;
y(:,iter)=ynew;
u(:,iter+1)=f(iter)*Lu* u(:,iter)+f(iter)*Le*e(2:N+l ater);
%u(:,iter+1)=Lu* u(:,iter)+L* e(2 :N+1,iter);
unew=[u(:,iter+l);0];
RM S(iter)=norm(e(:,iter))/sqrt(N);
e_max(iter)=norm(e(:, iter), inf);
e_inf(:,iter)=[0;inv(eye(N)-f(iter)*A)*(eye(N)-f(iter)*B)*e(2:N+l,l)]
%RMS_einf(iter)=norm(e_inf(:,iter))/sqrt(N);
e_tr an=e(:,iter)-e_inf(:,iter);
RMS_tran(iter)=norm(e_tran)/sqrt(N);
end
subplot( 1,2,1);
plot(k,y(:,MaxIter),k,yd,'-.');
%axis([0 60 -1 1.5]);
title('outpuf);
ylabel('system 1');
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%subplot(2,2,2);
%plot(u(:, Max Iter));
%title('ILC');
%subplot(2,2,3);
%plot(k,e(:,MaxIter));
%title('error');
subplot(l,2,2);
%plot(l :MaxIter,RMS,l :MaxIter,RMS_einf,l :MaxIter,RMS_tran);
plot(l :MaxIter,RMS,l :MaxIter,RMS_tran);
title('RMS');

APPENDIX B.
PROGRAM OF MASTER-SLAVE-CHAIN ILC SYSTEM

APPENDIX

Matlab program for single ILC system in 2.8.1
tmax=0.4;
ts=0.01;
N=tmax/ts;
Maxlter=100;
k=0:ts:tmax;
k=k';
yd=zeros(N,l);
ysum=10*k(l:N);
% system
G=zpk(0.8,[0.5 0.9],l,ts);
Gss=ss(G);
G_imp=impulse(G,tmax);
gc=G_imp(2 :N+1);
gr=[gc(l),zeros(l,N-l)];
H=toeplitz(gc,gr);
% system model
G=zpk(0.8,[0.3 0.9],l,ts);
Gss=ss(G);
G_jmp=impulse(G,tmax);
gc=G_imp(2 :N+1);
gr=[gc(l),zeros(l,N-l)];
Hm=toeplitz(gc,gr);
%reference
yd(l:9)=0;
yd(10:17)=l;
yd(18:25)=0;
yd(26:33)=2;
yd(34:40)=0;
%yd=10*k;
% %optimal (Q,S,R,Lu,Le)
Q=50*eye(N);
S=eye(N);
R=10*eye(N);
%Lu=(inv(Hm'*Q*Hm+S+R))*(Hm'*Q*Hm+R);
%Le=(inv(Hm' *Q *Hm+S+R)) *Hm'*Q;
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Lu = diag(zeros(N,l)+l);
Le = toeplitz([0.75 -0.3 zeros(l,N-2)],[0.75 zeros(l,N-l)]);
%Lu=l;
%Le=.6;
NumSys=5;
y = zeros(N,NumSys);
u = zeros(N,NumSys);
e = zeros(N,NumSys);
RMS = zeros(MaxIter,NumSys);
for j=l:MaxIter
fO)= l"0-55Aj;
% f(j)=i;
%fG)=l*j;
%if f(j )>= 1
% fCi)=i;
%end
for i=l :NumSys
% output
y(:,i) = H*u(:,i);
% error
if(i= l)
e(:,l) = yd-y(:,l);
e(:,i) = y(:,i-l)-y(:,i);
end
% performance
RMS(j,i) = norm(e(:,i))/sqrt(N);
% learning
u(:,i) = fO)*(Lu*u(:,i) + Le*e(:,i));
end
yrec(:,:,j)=y;
erec(:,:,j)=e;

end
Figure;
for i=l:NumSys
semilogy(l MaxIter,RMS(:,i));
hold all
end
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